
From: Martin.Yates@staffordshire.pnn.police.uk
Subject: Re: Freedom of Information Act request - 1218/08

Date: 16 December 2008 12:14:39 GMT
To: dmery@acm.org

Dear Mr Mery, 

Thank you for your freedom of information request in relation to the following subject:- 

1/ For each calendar year since 2002, how many DNA profiles  were  
contributed by your force to the NDNAD.

2/ For each calendar year since 2002, how many DNA profiles  were  
contributed to the NDNAD of individuals  that  were arrested by your  
force. If  this  is different from the number of times officers  from  
your force took DNA samples from arrested individuals, please provide  
this  number as well and explain the reason for the difference.)

3/ For each calendar year since 2002, how many DNA profiles  were  
contributed to the NDNAD of individuals  that  volunteered their DNA  
samples to your force. If  this  is different from the number of times  
officers  from your force took DNA samples from volunteers,  please  
provide this  number as well and explain the reason for the difference.)

4/ For each calendar year since 2002, how many requests for DNA  
records removals has your force received. How many individuals  who  
had their DNA taken when arrested sent  these requests,  and how many  
individuals  who volunteered their DNA sent  these requests.

5/ For each calendar year since 2002, how many requests for DNA  
records removals has your force agreed to (i.e., where the Chief   
Officer decided "Yes - Action the removal  of PNC, fingerprint  and DNA  
records" as described in  the step down model flowchart). How many  
were agreed for  individuals  who had their DNA taken when arrested;  
and how many were agreed for individuals  who volunteered their DNA.

In confirmation of our telephone conversation earlier this date unfortunately I am going to have to decline
your request in accordance with section 12 on the basis that the cost of providing you with the information is
above the amount to which we are legally required to respond i.e. the cost of locating and retrieving the
information exceeds the “appropriate level” as stated in the Freedom of Information (Fees and Appropriate
Limit) Regulations 2004. The information is not recorded in a readily retrievable format and will require a
manual search of thousands of records. 
I have discussed with you the feasibility of reducing the scale of the request but agreed that to do so within
cost would not provide meaningful data for you to use. 

Should you be dissatisfied with the outcome of your information request, you do have the right of complaint
under section 17(7) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000. If you wish to appeal this decision, please
inform me in writing. Your application and the decision will be reviewed by a Senior Decision Maker who was
not involved in the original decision. 

This decision maker will review your case and they will either, uphold, amend or overrule my decision.
Should this not resolve the matter to your satisfaction, you will then have the right to appeal to the
Information Commissioner, who regulates compliance with the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

Yours sincerely, 

D. Insp. Martin Yates 
Crime Review Team 
01785-218612 

***********************************************************************************

"Be safe, feel safe with Staffordshire Police - one of the country's top forces, delivering quality policing"



 

The information contained in this e-mail and attachments is confidential and is intended only for the named person or organisation to which
it is addressed. It is protected by copyright law and may be legally privileged. If you have received it in error please disregard and advise
me immediately.

Any unauthorised disclosure or use of such information may be a breach of legislation or confidentiality. Staffordshire Police cannot accept
liability for any loss or damage arising from this e-mail or attachments, from incompatible scripts or from any virus transmitted.

E-mails sent and received from and by members of staff and officers of Staffordshire Police may be monitored for purposes including virus
scanning, unauthorised e-mail usage and obscene or inappropriate material.

Staffordshire Police reserves the right to read all  such material and to reject and return any material which is considered either to be a
security risk or unsuitable. Any monitoring will comply with the legislation currently in force and in particular the Human Rights Act 1998.

To find out more about our work visit www.staffordshire.police.uk
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